Detection of elevated pulmonary pressures by the ECG-derived ventricular gradient: A comparison of conversion matrices in patients with suspected pulmonary hypertension.
The aim was to assess the diagnostic value of the Inverse Dower (INVD)-derived vectorcardiogram (VCG) and the Kors-derived VCG to detect elevated systolic pulmonary artery pressure (SPAP) in suspected pulmonary hypertension (PH). In 132 patients, morphologic variables were evaluated by comparing the VCG parameters synthesized by INVD and Kors matrix. Comparison of the diagnostic accuracy of detecting SPAP ≥50mmHg between the matrices was performed by ROC curve analysis and logistic regression analysis. Most VCG parameters differed significantly between INVD and Kors. ROC analysis for detection of SPAP ≥50mmHg by VG projected on the X-axis demonstrated no difference (p=0.99) between INVD (AUC=0.80) and Kors (AUC=0.80). Both the INVD- and Kors-derived VCG provided significant diagnostic information on the presence of SPAP ≥50mmHg (INVD, OR 1.05, 95%CI 1.03-1.07; P<0.001; Kors, OR 1.05, 95%CI 1.03-1.08; P<0.001). Although there were significant differences in measures of vector morphology, both INVD- and Kors-derived VCG demonstrated equal clinical performance in case of elevated SPAP.